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The Tale of  Two Bs 
A lovely lady came to visit Tony recently.  He wasn’t expecting her but we are 
always pleased to get visitors popping in unexpectedly and this was no 
exception.  Actually, she came twice in as many days but unfortunately, she 

didn’t stay long.  The weather was hot, the front door 
and study window were open.  She flew in, this 
Painted Lady, fluttered her wings (no, not her 
eyelashes!) and then off she went as quickly as she 
had arrived.  I do wish butterflies would stay still for 
longer without closing their wings so that we could 
really enjoy their amazing beauty. 

A few weeks ago, together with Charlotte and Alison T, we went into Blean 
Woods on a mission, with our cameras, to photograph the rare Heath Fritillary 
butterfly that is often found in ‘our’ woods at around June time.  Sometimes I 
would like to live nearer to the sea but being able to walk out of our house and 
straight into the woods is a wonderful blessing, especially on a very hot day as 
there is so much shade to be found. 

Of course, summer heralds not just the butterfly but 
another ‘B’ – the buzzy sort.   Although they are 
apparently in general decline, we still get plenty of 
them visiting our little garden and they are so 
fascinating to watch.  They emulate human 
behaviour, don’t you think?  They spend a lot of 
their life working and generally keeping busy and 
each has a definite purpose.  Sometimes they can be seen sunbathing and often 
they will rest a while. This is in addition to sleeping between five and eight hours 
a day.  Like humans, bees are social creatures and the honeybee colony is 
divided into different sectors of work:  cleaners, nurses, security guards, not to 
mention collection bees whose sole job is to cache nectar in combs.  As they 
age, honeybees are promoted through a diverse career, from waste disposal to 
the more familiar forager.  The forager bees dance to one another, waggling 
their bodies for specific durations at angles that indicate where the best pockets 
of nectar or pollen are to be found.  Mm, maybe I need to wiggle more to keep 
fit - perhaps I’ll get myself a hula hoop! 

Whether it is spring, summer, autumn or winter, how wonderful to know that, 
like the bees, we are each here for a purpose, born to do our part in God’s 
world, working together for the good of others. 

Beryl Harris 

Beryl’s Back! 
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Dear Friends, 

I have recently been taking photos from our church’s 150th anniversary, which 
took place over the first weekend in June past, around our housebound folk. 
The joy of doing that has been immense.  Their delight has been so obvious as 
they have perused a display book of photographs.  Moreover, as I have run 
through the various events with them it has brought all the celebrations to life 
again. 

I have sought to share the various happenings from the perspective of the 
overwhelming thankfulness and praise that characterised our worship at the 
special Sunday service.  We were thrilled by the reading from 1 Chronicles 16. 
The following excerpts sum up what really resonated with us: ‘Sing praise to the 
Lord, sing praise to Him; tell of all His wonderful acts’ (v8);  ‘Remember all the wonders He 
has done’ (v12) and ‘Give thanks to the Lord, for He is good; His love endures for 
ever’  (v34). 

To neatly and memorably sum everything up I would say that, as a church 
fellowship, we are enormously grateful for the preparation, participation, 
proclamation and promise associated with our 150th anniversary weekend. 

In terms of preparation, it was wonderful to see the whole church family 
pulling together to make this long-anticipated anniversary weekend such a 
success. A team of dedicated folk had spent weeks on preliminary maintenance 
jobs including painting our halls and gardening projects.  This was reinforced 
later when a larger work-party came together to further spruce up our premises 
and tidy our grounds.  Much preparation and thought had been put into sending 
out invitations, issuing publicity and planning the detailed programme of 
activities over the Saturday and Sunday involved.  Nearer the time the main 
church building and other rooms were beautifully decorated and exhibitions and 
display materials put together.  Two sets of wall-hangings/banners were hung in 
the sanctuary: one set produced by our own ladies on the “I am” sayings of 
Jesus and another set of Churches Together in Whitstable ones loaned by local 
churches as an expression of their partnership with us.  Thank you to everyone! 

As far as participation was concerned, the above-mentioned input was 
augmented by the involvement of a range of very willing helpers welcoming and 
catering for our guests.  Our deacons contributed so movingly to the Sunday 
service through their introductions, readings and prayers.  The Sheriff of 
Canterbury, whom we were honoured to also have present, shared some very 
apt and encouraging remarks.  Her brief speech vividly and inspiringly 
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described us as “a beacon of light and hope in the community, based on the 
redeeming love of Jesus Christ”.  We were delighted to welcome Rev Colin 
Speed back to preach, which he did with such warmth and power. 

The proclamation that we made throughout that service and indeed the 
testimony that we shared in the weeks leading up to it and since, were conveyed 
so clearly in the following verse: ‘The Lord has done great things for us and we are filled 
with joy’  Psalm 126v3. 

Regarding promise, this anniversary weekend was so much more than just a 
looking back – though that of course was an integral and joyous part of it. 
Above all, it proved to be a springboard for the future, giving us fresh promise 
and hope as we reaffirmed our confidence in God.  Our outlook at this juncture 
has been captured in the strapline ‘Celebrating God’s faithfulness/Moving 
forward in God’s purposes’.  On Sunday 22nd September, at 
a Rededication and Gift Day service, this will come into 
sharp focus as we celebrate and seize a very purposeful 
opportunity to lay our lives and our resources before our 
Saviour again.  I trust you will be able to join us in person 
or in prayer. 

Yours in Christ’s service, 
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Cover Picture 
The cover picture for this edition of The Messenger 
features a picture taken one autumn in ‘The Blean’ 
– one of the largest areas of ancient woodland in 
the country, second only to Sherwood Forest in 
Nottinghamshire – albeit now divided into 
many separate ‘woods’ by the roads leading in 
and out of the City of Canterbury. 

Incidentally, The Blean 
(particularly ‘Cooks Glade’) is 
one of the very few places 
in the country where you 
can see the rare Heath 

Fritillary butterfly, recognised by its dusky 
wing colours and its characteristic flits and 
glides close to the ground. 
(See also Beryl’s Back Page) 

Ed. 

Birthday Greetings to: 
 

Beryl Harris 9th November 
 
 

BMS Birthday Scheme 
Supporting the work of the 
 Baptist Missionary Society 

 
 

Have you got a birthday coming up? 
Why not contact June Gluning and add your support 

to a worthy cause? 
01227 771187 

May God 
richly bless 
you on your 
special day! 

Autumn 2019 

The Last Laugh 

So, shall 
we cross? No Way! 

Look what 
happened to the 
zebra! 

(Submitted by Jean Moyes) 
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Answers to the M25 Quiz (page 18) 
1c: Mr Allen was only planning on driving a few miles from his home to his 

daughter’s home in Ruislip, but he inadvertently joined the M25 at nearby 
J16.  He spent the next two days going round in circles trying to find the 
correct exit. 

 
2b: The couple won a prize on a local radio station – a paid-for mystery 

wedding.  “All we knew on the night before was that we’d be travelling at 
50mph on our wedding night,” says Mrs Glazier. “We thought Orient 
Express perhaps, very romantic.” 

 They actually spent their wedding night on a coach going round the M25, 
although it did have a four-poster bed in it. 

 
3b: The Brighton and Hove Bus and Coach Company ran £15 guided tours of 

the motorway between March and December 2012, but the service was 
cancelled. Highlights of tour guide Nigel Pullan’s commentary included all 
of the junctions and intersections along the route. 

 
4b: The full quote is: “I can’t stand those who carp and criticise when they 

ought to be congratulating Britain on a magnificent achievement and 
beating the drum for Britain all over the world.” 

 
5b: Lines include: “Oh no, this is the road to hell. Oh no, this is the road. This 

is the road. This is the road to hell.” 
 
6c: The word derives from Latin and the substance’s use as a building material 

dates back to the Roman Empire. 
 
7c: They’re on display at Clacket Lane services. 
 
8c: Thames Water describes its workforce as “including shepherds”.  Their 

sheepdogs are presumably the original “reservoir dogs”. 
 
9a: The sign can be seen in the cult hit when Withnail and Marwood are 

driving back from a cottage.  However, the M25 didn’t exist in 1969, when 
the film was set. 

 
10c: Sadly.  After all, unlike a regretful human waving goodbye to their youth, 

the M25 is just a road. 

Autumn 2019 
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A Candle For Peace 

In 1986 a group of American Christians, on 
a visit to the churches of Russia, went to a 
Russian Orthodox church. 

After the service in the church an old 
woman pushed a three rouble note into the 
hand of an American minister, Dr Blair 
Monie, gave him a Russian hug and asked 
him to use the money to buy a candle and 
light it at every service in his church as a 
symbol of peace. 

That note represented a lot of money for the old woman.  Fortunately, an 
interpreter heard the Russian words and translated them for Dr Monie. 

His church, the First Presbyterian Church, York, Pennsylvania, readily agreed to 
use the money to buy a candle in a glass holder, keep it on the communion table 
and light it at every service of worship. 

In the Autumn of 1986 that church in Pennsylvania bought many candles in 
glass holders to send to other churches asking that they be lit as a sign of peace. 

Two people at that church, David and Angela Jones, had previously been 
members of Wylde Green URC in Birmingham, England, and they sent a candle 
in a glass holder to their old church. 

This candle has been lit as a sign of peace at every service since Peace Sunday, 
1st February 1987. 

Members of the Wylde Green congregation have since bought 100 candles in 
glass holders sending them to churches nearby and far away with the request 
that the candle be put in a prominent place and lit at every service of worship as 
a sign of peace. 

So shall the thought and hope of that Russian woman be spread beyond what 
she ever imagined and, because of her gift, churches in many parts of the world 
shall be reminded to work and pray for peace. 

Peace in our hearts 
and 

Peace in our world 

Found in the Methodist church in Watchet 
(Submitted by Andrew Frame) 
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The Coffee Shop 
Coffee shop, gleaming urns, 

Hissing water, humming fridge, 

Like crickets on a tropic night. 

Outside in the morning street 

Life moves herself hurriedly hurried 

Driven to live by her own steel whip. 

Fruit porters, shop girls, bankers, 

All are one beneath the lash. 

Not a moment still, not a second 

To think, only of the day’s work. 

A new dress or unfaithful spouse. 

Not a moment to think, to think. 

Eternity matters naught in the hiss, 

The hum of the fridge is hidden. 

Busy street, busy people, rest. 

Rest in a coffee shop and think 

On hissing waters, life’s like that. 

The humming fridge the soul. 

Ed Manser 
(when a new Christian in September 1958) 
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Saved by a Bible 
As Remembrance Day approaches, readers might find the following article of interest. 
It was spotted by an eagle-eyed visitor to last year’s exhibition at the Horsebridge 
Arts Centre. 

A soldier from the First World War relates how a bible saved his life.  
He writes: 

“You will be pleased when I tell you that I have had a miraculous escape 
from being killed.  A small party of volunteers, including myself, set out 
to do a certain job in front of our firing line.  After we had advanced a 
short distance, a shrapnel shell burst between us, killing one and injuring 
four men.  A piece of shrapnel struck me on the top right-hand pocket 
and went through the photo (a family photograph).  It then passed 
through six envelopes and, only for my Bible, would have gone right 
through me.  It lodged itself in some paper, and I thank God that my 
Bible saved my life. 

The colonel, officers, and men have all congratulated me on my good 
luck.  I am sending it home as a souvenir.  The shrapnel has not been 
dislodged from it, so it will be worth keeping.  The hole through the 
photo is about an inch square.  

We have had a warm time in the trenches this last few days.  I soon got 
over the shock, and now I am ready for anything.”  

Submitted by Lisé Thomason 
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More Churches Than Pubs 
The UK now has more churches than pubs, according 
to new data published by the National Churches 
Trust.  There are around 39,000 pubs in the UK, 
according to the latest figures from the Office of 
National Statistics, with more than 11,000 pubs having 
closed in the UK in the last decade – a fall of almost a 
quarter (23%).  However, there are around 40,300 
church buildings in the UK open to the public and 
being used for worship, according to research carried 
out for the National Churches Trust by the Brierley 
Consultancy. 

The number of church buildings is also substantially higher than other key 
public buildings in the UK. There are currently around 14,300 supermarkets 
operated by grocery retailers, 11,500 post office branches, 7,500 bank branches 
and 3,600 public libraries. 

An increasing number of churches in the UK are also becoming local 
‘community hubs’, hosting children’s nurseries, senior citizen lunch clubs, 
concerts and exhibition venues.  Some even house post offices, GP surgeries 
and farmers’ markets. 

© Parish Pump 

THE DEADLINE for the next edition 
(Winter/Christmas Issue) 

of The Messenger is… 

Sunday 10th November 
Please ensure your contributions/Christmas Greetings 

are handed (or preferably emailed) 
to Beryl or Tony by that date. 

Thank you 

email: messenger@middlewall.co.uk 

The (next) Messenger 
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Sound Familiar? 

Sometimes we may very well find it hard to sleep at night.  We seem to fall 
asleep quite easily, but then wake up in the middle of the night and can’t doze 
off again.  Our mind goes over everything that happened the day before, then 
moves on to the day that’s ahead.  The uncertainties, questions and unresolved 
issues all keep swirling around in our head.  So very frustrating! 

In Psalm 77, the Psalmist seems to have had a similar problem and he 
remembered days gone by (v5) and his songs of those times when the Lord 
proved His faithfulness and love and those songs, now a departed memory (v6), 
were haunting his sleeplessness. 

But what about us now?  We can’t live in the past, in the good memories of days 
gone by.  We have only the present, which will affect our state in the future. 

So, what new thoughts might we have that will help us sleep in peace?  Perhaps 
these words might bring peace to our spirits and our minds as we sleep: 

Thank you, Lord, for being with me in the past and with me now. 
You are faithful and so loving, humbly I before you bow. 
Give me peace and reassurance that you’ll never leave my side, 
For I long that you stay with me, and your Spirit will abide. 

Often now I seem to wrestle with life’s struggles and concerns; 
Try to fix another’s problems, often don’t know where to turn. 
Only you can be their Healer, only you can bring them peace. 
So right now I leave them with you, grant them joy and full relief. 

As for me, I seek your comfort; bring me calm and peaceful rest; 
You have given so much to me, I am truly humbly blest. 
When I sleep now, I’ll remember all the joy that you impart; 
For you’re mine O loving Saviour, I love you with all my heart. 

(These verses can be sung to the traditional tune for “What a friend we have in 
Jesus”.  This may help in remembering them!) 

By Beverly Ivany 
Taken from ‘Words of life’ – The Salvation Army, May 2019 

Submitted by Ray Jones 

Just a thought… 
Don’t cry because it’s over – 
smile because it happened. 

Anon 
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A Letter From Heaven By Ruth Ann Mahaffey 
To my dearest family, 
some things I’d like to say. 
But first of all, to let you know, 
that I arrived okay. 

I’m writing this from heaven. 
Here I dwell with God above. 
Here, there’s no more tears of sadness. 
Here is just eternal love. 

Please do not be unhappy 
just because I’m out of sight. 
Remember that I am with you 
every morning, noon and night. 

That day I had to leave you 
when my life on earth was through, 
God picked me up and hugged me 
and He said, “I welcome you. 

It’s good to have you back again, 
you were missed while you were gone. 
As for your dearest family, 
they’ll be here later on.” 

God gave me a list of things 
that he wanted me to do, 
and foremost on the list 
was to watch and care for you. 

So when you lie in bed at night, 
the day’s chores put to flight, 
God and I are close to you 
in the middle of the night. 

When you think of my life on earth 
and all those loving years 
because you are only human 
they are bound to bring you tears. 

But do not be afraid to cry: 
it does relieve the pain. 
Remember there would be no flowers 
unless there was some rain. 

Autumn 2019 
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4 When Margaret Thatcher opened the road in 1986, how did she describe 

people who were against it? 
a) “Whinging and whining”  
b) “Carping and criticising” 
c) “Grumbling and groaning” 

 
5 Which of the following songs was inspired by driving on the M25 during rush 

hour? 
a) Drivin’ and Cryin’ - Steve Wariner 
b) The Road to Hell - Chris Rea 
c) The Road to Nowhere - Talking Heads 

 
6 During construction, two million tonnes of concrete were used.  Where does 

the word “concrete” come from? 
a) It’s a naturally-formed substance found on several Greek islands and 

means “from Crete” 
b) It was developed by a company called Construction Creations Technology 

and takes the first letters from each word 
c) The Latin word concretus, meaning “hardened” 

 
7 When Clacket Lane Services was being built, artefacts from Roman Britain were 

found. What happened to them? 
a) They were ground up and used in the car park 
b) They’re in a local museum 
c) They’re on display near the toilets 

 
8 One section of the M25 travels between two reservoirs – but how does utility 

firm Thames Water keep the grass near the motorway short? 
a) By mowing it 
b) They don’t – the grass is plastic 
c) With a flock of sheep 

 
9 A sign for the M25 London Orbital was an anomaly in which film? 

a) Withnail and I 
b) A Clockwork Orange 
c) To Sir with Love 

 
10 How did Highways England celebrate the M25’s birthday? 

a) Hosting a party at a number of service stations 
b) Giving each motorist a commemorative car sticker 
c) Carrying on as normal 
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The M25 is now 33 years old 
and many of us have spent many 
hours on it – but what do you 
know about it? 

The Messenger 

1 In 1998, William Allen, an 84-year-old motorist, had trouble getting off the M25 
to visit his daughter. How long did he spend on the road? 
  a)  Six hours  b) 12 hours  c) Two days 

 
2 Why, in 1991, did Chris and Sue Glazier spend the night on a coach going round 

the M25? 
a) The coach driver didn’t realise the road was circular and was looking for 

the end 
b) It was a special romantic trip on their wedding night 
c) They were looking for and following reported UFO sightings 

 
3 How much does a guided coach tour of the M25 cost? 

a) £15 b) There’s no such thing  c) They pay you to go on it 

Just For Fun! 
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I wish that I could let you know 
all that God has planned. 
But if I were to tell you 
you wouldn’t understand. 

But one thing is for certain, 
though my life on earth is o’er, 
I’m closer to you now 
than I ever was before. 

There are many rocky roads ahead of you 
and many hills to climb. 
But together we can do it 
by taking one day at a time. 

It was always my philosophy 
and I’d like it to be yours too, 
that as you give unto the world 
the world will give to you. 

If you can help somebody 
who is in sorrow and in pain 
then you can say to God at night 
“My day was not in vain.” 

And now I am contented 
that my life was worthwhile 
knowing as I passed along the way 
I made somebody smile. 

So, if you meet somebody 
who is sad and feeling low, 
just lend a hand to pick them up 
as on your way you go. 

When you’re walking down the street 
and you’ve got me on your mind, 
I’m walking in your footsteps 
only half a step behind. 

And when it’s time for you to go 
from that body to be free, 
remember you’re not going – 
you’re coming home to me. 

(Submitted by Joan Faulkner) 
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More Memories of  Middle Wall 
Reading all the memories in the 150th Anniversary edition of The Messenger 
brought back some for me, which I would like to share.  My late husband Dave 
Kitchen and I moved to Whitstable a few months after we were married in 
February 1973.  One of our first thoughts was to find a church where we could 
settle.  We were looking for God’s guidance.  When we walked into Middle Wall 
Baptist we were given a warm welcome.  Someone told us they had been 
‘praying for a young couple to help with the youth work ....’ 

I remember Miss Oakley (the first lady deacon of this church!) making sure I 
had a tune book, so I could sing harmony.  She was the same one who, when I 
was pregnant with my first child, gave me a knitted bed jacket to wear (you 
deserve something as well as the baby!) No wonder we soon decided that this 
was where we were meant to be. 

When I look back over the years two things stand out:  the prayers that were 
given and answered, and the kind and thoughtful people who showered us with 
love.  Rev. Phillip and Dora Austin were already ancient when we knew them.  
We knocked on their door to visit, and Phillip shouted up the stairs to Dora: 
“Hide the biscuits Dora, it’s the Kitchens!”  The older generation were so 
generous with their love and care for us.  Miss Post, Eileen Gatehouse, Nellie 
West, Rose Branchett, Mrs. Davidson, and Eva Tilley were all older role models 
for me in their strong characters and loving ways. 

As a young mum with no family nearby, the ladies of the crèche (Doris Johnson, 
Marge Richford, and Winnie Pysden) would look after the babies (and me!) while 
Dave and I took the YPF.  Marie and Tricia would arrive on the front doorstep, 
either to take the baby out in the pram or to collect my washing, or to deliver 
another shepherd’s pie!  Through sickness and health, through life and death, 
joy and sorrow, I have known God’s love through the folk of this church.  I 
know their prayers surrounded me as Dave went through cancer treatment and 
died.  They celebrated God’s goodness when Geoff arrived in church from 
Somerset, courted and married me.  Bless you, Lord, for your amazing grace at 
work in this fellowship! 

As part of this church family for 45 years, we have seen God at work in our lives 
as we prayed together – prayed for our young people, prayed for more boys in 
the Sunday School, prayed for more babies, prayed for our worship, for our 
boiler, for the sick and needy, for money to repair the church, and to pay the 
minister.  God is good! 

Church is an amazing and demanding place where God works His purposes out.  
Don’t give up on it. It is ‘counter to the culture,’ but rich in life.  There is no 
better place to be. 

Jean Rothery 

Autumn 2019 
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his new partner William Edwards, heard of an unknown shipwreck close by.  
John investigated and discovered the Mary Rose, which had sunk in 1545. 

He salvaged many guns, an anchor, a 15-foot section of the main mast and 
some skulls during the time he continued with this operation but, as much of 
the ship was under the seabed, it was eventually left to become lost once again. 

In the timeline of the Mary Rose the first entry after its sinking is its discovery 
by John Deane, Whitstable diver. 

By this time the Whitstable divers were renowned the world over and for the 
next 90 years whenever there was a shipwreck they were called for, including by 
the Royal Navy during the Crimean War. 

Many of these facts were passed to me by Dr John Bevan, the chairman of the 
Historic Diving Society, when I first met him at its display during Harbour Day 
2004. At that time he was researching for his book about the history of the 
diving industry. 

I met John Bevan again in November 2009 at Whitstable Museum when the 
436-page book was launched, now the definitive history of the industry. 

He had given it the only title he could – ‘Another Whitstable Trade.’ 

Brian Baker – Whitstable Times 

*(The Kings Head is no longer a pub, but the house still stands in Island Wall almost 
opposite the end of Squeeze Gut Alley)  

A Cowboy’s 10 Commandments 
1. Just one God 
2. Honour yer Ma & Pa 
3. No telling tales or gossipin 
4. Git to Sunday meeting 
5. Put nothin’ before God 
6. No fooling around with another fellow’s gal 
7. No killin’ 
8. Watch yer mouth 
9. Don’t take what ain’t yers 
10. Don’t be hankerin for yer buddy’s stuff 

 
  (Submitted by Jackie Krause – who spends a lot of time in Texas!) 



 
 Another Whitstable Trade 

This is the title of an article by Charles Dickens written in 1860. 

It begins: “If it had not fallen to the lot of Whitstable 
to be celebrated for its oysters and its company of 
Free Dredgers, it might have claimed a word of notice 
for producing that rarest of all workmen, the sea diver.” 

Dickens, who had reputedly stayed at the King’s Head 
pub* in Island Wall and conversed in depth with the 
divers, went on to describe the work they carried out, 
some of it in gruesome detail. 

In subsequent research I was often referred to a local 
story about brothers Charles and John Deane visiting a farm 
in Seasalter when the barn, housing horses, caught alight.  A fire engine arrived, 
but the firefighters could not get through the smoke.  Charles, wearing a 
fireman’s helmet on his head and with a pipe from the now empty water-pump 
feeding air into it, was able to get through the smoke and free the horses. 

A tale from the past that might have some basis, but it is a fact that, in 1823, 
Charles Deane patented a smoke helmet and air pump for firefighters.  He and 
his brother tried to sell this to the insurance companies that owned most of the 
country’s fire engines, but with little success.  The Deanes worked with locals 
who were involved in salvaging using a diving bell and became convinced that 
this helmet with a suit could be developed for use under water. 

They spent much of 1827 and 1828 on the suit until they had a successful 
prototype ready in 1829.  Gradually, together with help from local seamen, the 
Deanes developed new salvaging techniques and made a name for themselves in 
successful salvage operations. Their big break came in 1834. The Deanes and 
their team discovered and salvaged the Enterprise, a slave ship that had 
foundered near Copeland Island, off Ireland, in 1803 with £200,000 of silver 
dollars, the proceeds from the sale of slaves in America. 

With the share of the £24,000 the brothers recovered, John Deane bought his 
first boat, John Gann built Copeland Cottages, now Dollar Row, in Island Wall, 
Thomas Gann built Copeland House at the end of the row and William Wood 
built the Divers Arms pub in Herne Bay. 

Later John merged two of the cottages to form the Kings Head pub, which 
became the divers’ meeting place.  The stores for the divers’ equipment is the 
house now known as Stag Cottage, in Sea Wall. 

In 1836, while salvaging the Royal George off Portsmouth, John Deane and 
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Just a thought… 

God has never failed in His promise – 
I cannot fail in my service to Him. 

William Carey (1761-1834) 

Ride+Stride – Saturday 14th September 2019 
Ride and Stride is a sponsored bike ride, or walk, in which people all over 
England walk or cycle between churches.  This is an opportunity to help raise 
funds and, at the same time, visit local churches of your choice on your own (as 
probably the majority of people do) or with friends or family.  This annual event is a 
fun way of visiting other churches in the area, some of which you may not have 
been in before.  It takes place between 10am and 6pm but you can choose to 
spend just an hour or two or a whole fun day out, whichever suits you best. 

It gives you exercise and, at the same time, raises money for our own church 
and churches that are in need of support. 

Alternatively, if that is too much of a physical challenge, you can still support the 
event by sponsoring someone who is taking part and/or to sit in our church hall 
for just an hour or two to welcome visiting riders and striders, sign their forms 
and offer them a drink and a biscuit and any other facilities they may need. 

Please contact me for further details if you would like to be part of this fun 
event and let’s see if, together, we can try to exceed the £305.50 that we raised 
last year. 

I have sponsor forms and a list of the churches taking part so you can plan your 
route. 

Beryl Harris 
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‘Tramp for the Lord’ by Corrie ten Boom: 

An excerpt: 

I was on one of my missionary journeys and I went into a travel agency in 
Taipei and gave the girl a list of all the places I needed to go to on the next leg 
of my journey.  “Hong Kong, Sydney, Auckland then back to Sydney, on to 
Cape Town, Tel Aviv and finally to Amsterdam.” 

The travel agent wrote it all down and then asked, “What is your final 
destination?” 

“Heaven”  I answered simply. 

She gave me a puzzled look.  “How do you spell that?”  “H-e-a-v-e-n”  I spelled 
out slowly. 

“After she had written it down, she sat looking at the paper.  At last she looked 
up.  “oh, now I understand,” she said with a smile, “but I did not mean that.” 

“But I meant it” I said “and you do not need to write it down because I already 
have my ticket.” 

“You have a ticket to heaven?”  she asked, astonished “how did you receive it?” 

“About two thousand years ago,”  I said, noting her genuine interest, “there was 
one who bought my ticket for me.  I only had to 
accept it from him.  His name is Jesus, and he paid 
my fare when he died on the cross for my sins.” 

A Chinese clerk, working at the next desk, 
overheard our conversation and joined in. 
“What the old woman says is true,” he 
told his companion. 

I turned and looked at the Chinese 
man. “Have you a reservation for 
heaven?” I asked him. His face lit up in a 
smile. “Yes, I have,” he said, nodding 
enthusiastically. “many years ago, as a child on 
the mainland I received Jesus as my Saviour. That 
makes me a child of God with a place reserved in the 
house of the Father.” 

(Submitted by Elisabeth Newman) 

Autumn Leaves 
By Elsie N Brady 
 
How silently they tumble down 

And come to rest upon the ground 
To lay a carpet rich and rare 
Beneath the trees without a care 
Content to sleep 
their work well done 

Colours gleaming in the sun. 
 
At other times they wildly fly 
Until they nearly reach the sky 
Twisting turning through the air 

Till all the trees 
stand stark and bare 
Exhausted, drop to earth below 
To wait, like children, for the snow. 

Autumn 2019 
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Later, Walker was honoured by being appointed a Member of the Royal 
Victorian Order (mvo). 

In response to questions about his work on Winchester, William says “It was 
not difficult. It was straightforward work, but had to be carefully done”. He 
went on to say that Mr. Jackson had told him that he was very pleased with the 
work and that he had done what no other man had done – that he had laid the 
foundation of a whole cathedral. Walker said “I am proud of the honour”.  
A commemoration service was held at Winchester Cathedral, 100 years after he 
died. 

Walker died during the Spanish flu epidemic of 1918 and is buried in 
Beckenham Crematorium and Cemetery, London. His grave bears the words: 
“The diver who with his own hands saved Winchester Cathedral.” 

You might be wondering why this article was included in a Whitstable 
magazine?  Well, have a look at the picture – the diver’s helmet William is 
wearing was designed in Whitstable and you can read more about that on the next page! 

Submitted by Jim Parker 
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William Walker MVO 

William Walker mvo (1869–1918) was an 
English diver famous for shoring up the 
southern and eastern sides of Winchester 
Cathedral. 

In 1887, he began diver training at 
Portsmouth Dockyard. He worked through 
the roles of diver’s attendant and diver’s 
signal man, passing his medical exam and 
deep-water test to qualify as a deep-water 
diver in 1892. 

One of his early jobs involved the building of 
the Blackwall Tunnel, 1891–1897 and, later, 
he worked on the construction of the new 
naval docks in Gibraltar. 

William’s most famous job was yet to come: 
Between 1906 and 1911, working in water up to a depth of six metres (20 feet), 
he shored up Winchester Cathedral, using more than 25,800 bags of concrete, 
114,900 concrete blocks, and 900,000 bricks. 

Before his work, the cathedral had been in imminent danger of collapse as it 
sank slowly into the ground, which consisted of peat. To enable bricklayers to 
build supporting walls, the groundwater level had to be lowered. Normally, the 
removal of the groundwater would have caused the collapse of the building. So, 
to give temporary support to the foundation walls, some 235 pits were dug 
along the southern and eastern sides of the building, each about six metres deep. 
Walker went down and shored up the walls by putting concrete underneath 
them. He worked six hours a day – in complete darkness, because the sediment 
suspended in the water was impenetrable to light. 

After Walker finished his work, the groundwater was pumped out and the 
concrete he had placed bore the foundation walls.  Conventional bricklayers 
then were able to do their work in the usual way and restore the damaged walls. 

During the latter part of his time working at Winchester, Walker cycled home 
70 miles to South Norwood at weekends, returning by train on the Monday. 

To celebrate the completion of the work a thanksgiving service, led by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, was held on 15 July 1912 at which Walker was 
presented with a silver rose bowl by King George V. 

Operation Christmas Child – Shoebox Appeal 

As I sit writing this on one of the hottest days ever, Christmas seems a long way 
off, but this is just to let you all know that Alison Oliver has agreed to take over 
organising this appeal from now on so if you have any queries or questions 
please direct them to her. 

My thanks go to everyone who has contributed over I can’t 
remember how many years – just think how much joy 
and delight you have brought to so many children. 

Tricia Price 
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I will live my life 
I will live my life according to these beliefs 
God does not exist 
it is just foolish to think 
that there is an all-knowing God with a cosmic plan 
that an all-powerful God brings purpose to the pain and suffering in the world 
is a comforting thought, however 
it 
is only wishful thinking 
people can do whatever they want without eternal consequences 
the idea that 
I am deserving of hell 
because of sin, 
is a lie, meant to make me a slave to those in power 
“the more you have, the happier you will be.” 
our existence has no grand meaning or purpose 
in a world with no God 
there is freedom to be who I want to be 
but with God 
life is an endless circle of guilt and shame 
without God 
everything is fine 
it is ridiculous to think 
I am lost and in need of saving 

But that is before Christ opened my eyes, changed my heart, and reversed my 
thinking.  Now read it again –  from the bottom up! 
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A Third of Homeless Refuse Offer of Shelter 

At this time of year, when we recently experienced the hottest day on record, it 
is perhaps hard to remember just a few months back to last winter when it was 
so cold.  Perhaps now is the time to think about what you can do to help before 
next winter is upon us. 

A third of rough sleepers, offered a warm bed to escape the cold in Canterbury 
during December, turned down the shelter, the city council has revealed. 

Thirteen of the 38 people approached on the city’s streets declined to take up a 
bed when the authority launched its emergency measures as temperatures 
dipped below freezing. 

But homelessness charities say the reasons for this are complicated, pointing to 
social problems, anxiety, stress and other mental health issues. 

Terry Gore, the general manager of Catching Lives, based in Station Road East, 
said: “For some the thought of entering a shelter with lots of other people is too 
much for them – even if it is freezing cold outside.  We cannot force people to 
come here.  The reasons for those who choose to remain rather than come here 
are complex.  They have high anxiety or may even be suffering post-traumatic 
stress.” 

Last year, the city council launched its severe weather emergency protocol 
(SWEP) early in December, when temperatures were forecast to fall below zero 
degrees for three nights running. 

Extra beds funded by the authority were provided at the day centre of Catching 
Lives, with 25 rough sleepers taking up the offer of a warm overnight stay.  

Porchlight, based in Watling Street, agrees that more needs to be done to solve 
the problem. 

Catching Lives 
Our vision is of a society where all are included and all, 
no matter how disadvantaged, can make a contribution.   
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Spokesman Chris Thomas said: “Homelessness is complicated and tackling it is 
about more than just providing a roof.  It’s a year that’s seen another disturbing 
increase in the numbers of people facing the misery of homelessness and life on 
the streets. We found 644 sleeping rough in Kent between April and December 
in 2018.  That’s a rise of 39% on the same period the previous year.  The picture 
in Kent reflects a national problem.  Cuts in housing benefit and welfare reform 
are slowly but surely reducing people’s options and we’re bracing ourselves for 
what lies ahead.  We’re aware of the need for governments to reduce deficits but 
the ill-thought-out decisions of the past 15 years are having devastating 
consequences.” 

To let the authorities know about a rough sleeper in need of assistance call 
Catching Lives on 01227 464904 on weekdays, or the council’s control room on 
01227 781879 at evenings and weekends, providing as much information as 
possible about the location of the individual. 

To donate to  Catching Lives visit www.catchinglives.org/donate 

To donate to Porchlight visit www. porchlight.org.uk. 

Jodie Nesting (www.kentonline.co.uk) 


